
 

Urban Innovations and Revolutionary Seeds Profile: 2012-2016
Learning to listen to young people with intellectual disabilities in the context of their 

Harlem neighborhood…the first four years

Urban Innovations is the collective effort of a group of twenty graduates of New York City’s special school 
district and their partners from two NYC agencies, Job Path and AHRC. Their purpose is to create 
alliances that let them discover and contribute to what wants to be born to make their Harlem 
neighborhoods communities that work better for everybody. Small teams work with their allies around 
areas of shared interest.  This profile illustrates a pattern of community building that generates an 
astonishing array of ways for people to experience inclusion: to belong and contribute.  

The practice of approaching grass roots groups from a position of openness to understanding their 
purposes and supporting their activities has created a network that reveals four complementary fields for 
local action: 1. promotion of literacy;  2. participation in the rich and diverse local mix of cultures, artists 
and activists; 3. career, economic and entrepreneurial development; 4. cultivation of good safe spaces for 
people to share.  Four themes for action weave through these efforts: a commitment to mobilize local 
capacities; the aim of developing leadership and initiative, particularly leadership among young people 
and direct support professionals (DSPs); investment in strengthening the local economy: and the creation 
of art, music and poetry.  The details related to each of the four patterns are described on page three.  

As the Urban Innovators act with their allies, new possibilities emerge. Their approach follows a pattern. 
One thing leads to another when you engage with others who care for the same place with different 
purposes, stay open to the call in their agenda, imagine the possibilities of adding your capacities to 
theirs, and find ways to do things together. By working systematically to connect across boundaries, 
Urban innovations has been a bridging agent, bringing their allies into shared activities that would not 
have happened without their presence and participation.  

This emergent approach contrasts sharply with typical human service planning. Typical individual plans 
state goals and outline steps to reach them. Urban Innovators discover, pursue and renew personally and 
civilly meaningful goals as they walk and roll through their neighborhoods, sensing new possibilities for 
constructive action with open minds, open hearts and willingness to join those they meet who are acting 
with hope to build a community that works for everybody.  The interweaving of the interests of Innovators 
and their allies with grassroots associations, activists, and artists is illustrated by a graphic of the Urban 
Innovations social field in 2016.  Earlier versions of community maps from 2012-2015 are provided on 
pages 10 and 11.  
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Who are the Urban Innovators?

Urban Innovations supports twenty young people to connect and contribute in their home 
community of Harlem. We support people to recognize their own gifts and find spaces where 
those gifts are valued. We ally with people who have been segregated to deepen their 
connections in their community through work, learning, creativity and contribution. 

Urban Innovators work to strengthen communities as public spaces where all are welcome and 
free. We are a group of neighbors, artists, and activists, all working to live meaningfully and 
inspire others to do the same, sharing our human gifts and benefiting from the gifts of others.  

Each Urban Innovator is creating a purposeful life based on his or her unique gifts and interests. 
Each person’s dream includes a variation of employment, community service, creative 
expression, learning and relationship-building. In addition to learning about each individual, we 
are discovering the passions of community members and local associations. Opportunities 
expand as we learn about what matters to community members through our partnerships. We 
want to make a difference in the lives of people and their neighborhoods. Visit 
http://urbaninnovationsharlem.org to meet the people and learn more about the initiative.

The initiative is funded by a Family Support Grant awarded to Job Path that covers the cost of a 
part time Director, teaching artists, a 200 square foot office/book and supplies storage space in 
the Oberia Dempsey Community Center located in the heart of Harlem, and program supplies.  
Direct Support Professionals from AHRC and Job Path also provide in-kind support so that 
certain people are able to participate in a variety of ways. 
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Urban Innovations Intentions for Living a Good Life….  
Four Patterns in our work

1. Literacy Activism:   What does the community need from us? 

Stewarding Little Free Libraries 
Hosting reading groups 
Harvesting books from book ops, finding books,
Labeling books, moving books, dealing with inventory
Hosting Little Free Library launches, related events in gardens, participating in book drives
Supporting other literacy activists
Creating books, helping others create books

2. Co-Creating Arts and Culture: 
What is already lively in the Harlem Community? 

Writing poetry, music, hip hop lyrics, writing and 
Performing in community, creating music together 
Making art, products, murals, collage, personal art, gifts
Creating graffiti, murals, portraits, yarn bombing, art activism
Making/designing/painting Little Free Libraries
Taking art classes, i.e.. portraits, music, film, film making
Participating in Museums, cultural events, parades
Hosing art activities for children and the community
Learning about and teaching Harlem history and culture
Hosting learning journeys, guiding others to learn about Harlem

3. Career, Economic Development, and Continued Education: 
What Innovators want from us.

Resume writing and building
Discovery and exploration of potential job sites, going to job interviews
Learning a new job, Working on a career
Working with a mentor, being an apprentice
Engaging in Internships and practica
Learning skills and trades, interviewing others re their work life
Learning about money and benefits
Participating in Micro enterprise start up, product development

4. Cultivating Relationships, Collective Good Will and Welcoming Spaces:  
What people, families, and Direct Support Professionals are seeking.  

Meeting new people and discovering common interests
Discovering opportunities for mutual engagement, participating in the local gift economy
Deepening relationships, membership in growing numbers of associations
Finding new spaces to visit, belong, and  become a regular
Becoming a steward of/contributor to community places and spaces
Learning through conversation and practicing curiosity
Honoring important passages, staying present in difficult times
Engaging in deep listening; meditation and mindfulness practice
Participating with food and health activists, contributing food to the household
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Graphic of the Urban Innovations Social Field 2016;   Four Patterns 
New capacities in people and community develop only when we cultivate a healthy social field. A 
social field is a composite of relationships that shape awareness and attention to possibilities so 
that new capacities emerge. A healthy social field develops as people intentionally cross 
boundaries that separate people with developmental disabilities from contributing social roles in 
community life.  Belonging to a generative social field changes the pattern of segregation and 
prejudice. Listening for the highest potential and capacities in people helps crystalize seeds 
ofpotential and fertilizes the social field.  Imagine each colorful circle as a entry to a lively scene in 
Harlem in which countless people are co-creating a more fruitful world in which all thrive…..
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1. Literacy Activism via Urban Innovations Little Free Libraries

Urban Innovations is installing Little Free Libraries and giving retired news racks a new life as 
they are recycled and repurposed as small free libraries placed in Harlem community gardens 
and other public spaces. There are twelve little free lending libraries that offer books for children 
and young-adults to borrow. As of 2016, approximately 10,000 books have passed through the 
Little Free Libraries creating an important way to distribute free books and increase the number of 
Harlem residents served by this project. Hundreds if not thousands of Harlem youth now treasure 
these books and many participate a variety of literacy circles and art making learning activities 
hosted by Urban Innovators.  

Each Urban Innovator contributes to the LFL initiative based on their unique gifts and interests. 
Urban Innovators have collaborated with local Harlem artists, particularly members of the Harlem 
Art Collective, to turn old news racks from eyesores to works of art.  Urban Innovators are helping 
to promote literacy in their community by filling the libraries with books each day as well as 
fostering community and relations in Harlem. The Little Free Libraries are  a vibrant addition to 
community gardens, public schools, public parks, churches, and community centers.  

Listed below are seven of the twelve locations of Little Free Libraries throughout Harlem. 
Each represents a setting in which Innovators are active as book stewards, literacy tutors, art 
teachers, and co-creators of public art events.  
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A Snapshot of Harlem Little Free Libraries supported by Urban Innovators  

Chenchita’s Garden 
A: 1691-93 Madison Avenue, between E. 111th and 112th Streets 

Chenchita’s Garden is a one-acre, vibrant garden in East Harlem that grows plants, vegetables, 
and community. Urban Innovators have performed music and poetry in the garden, have 
contributed to its care, have built structures and yarn bombed the garden. We steward two Little 
Free Libraries, host story time for children, and meet for a weekly crochet class in the summer.  

Jardin Gallo  
B: Lexington Avenue, between E. 118th and 119th Streets 

Jardin Gallo is host to many day cares and nursery schools in East Harlem. Many of the 
members are Spanish speaking and love our bilingual bibliotequita gratis.  

Jackie Robinson Community Garden  
C: E. 122nd Street, between Park Avenue and Lexington Avenue 

The Jackie Robinson garden is host to several garden plots growing every type of fruit and 
vegetable there is. The garden hosts barbeques and community events for everyone in the 
Harlem neighborhood of El Barrio.  

Marcus Garvey Park Alliance  
D: 18 Mount Morris Park West, between W. 121st and 124th Street 

Urban Innovations operate two little free libraries in partnership with the Marcus Garvey Park 
Alliance. In the two years that Urban Innovators have been stewards of these little free libraries 
we have distributed over 8,000 books. In warm weather, we also host reading circles for 
neighborhood children. These little free libraries act as a hub for literacy related events in Harlem.  

Joseph Daniel Wilson Memorial Garden   
E: 219 W. 122nd Street, between Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. Blvd. and Frederick Douglass Blvd. 

The Joseph Daniel Wilson Memorial Garden is located in West Harlem and has been around for 
the past 30 years. The garden has one little free library that provides books to children and adults 
alike. This active garden hosts a story time circle on Tuesdays during which Urban Innovators 
read a children’s story and lead neighborhood children in an arts and crafts project related to the 
story of the week. The garden also offers workshops in canning, bee keeping, and composting. 
The garden’s people’s market on Thursdays provides another great opportunity for Urban 
Innovators to become involve in this community garden.  

Harlem Success Garden  
F: W. 134th Street, between Malcolm X Blvd. and Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. Blvd.  

The Harlem Success Garden is home to Urban Innovation’s first little free library in Harlem, built 
in 2012. This garden is a working farm that supplies fruits and vegetables to many businesses 
and individuals in Harlem through the organization Harlem Grows. Many Urban Innovators have 
helped to tend the garden, worked in the green house and attended various workshops.  

PS/IS 180 Garden  
G: 370 W. 120th Street, between Morningside Avenue and Frederick Douglass Blvd. 

This garden is connected to a public middle school where students are able not only to learn 
about gardening, but also can take home a book everyday after school. 
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2. Co-Creating Arts and Culture in Harlem

The Revolutionary Seeds artwork was born from unexpected moments of creative connection 
between Urban Innovators and grassroots artists and activists in the Harlem neighborhood. As 
Innovators took active roles in the neighborhood and civic life of Harlem, such as co-creating 
Little Free Libraries, leading reading groups and art making activities for children, working on 
public art projects such as mural making and yarn bombing,  exhibiting their own portraits in the 
East Harlem Cafe and the Harlem Dream Center, and creating poetry for numerous public 
performances, the artistic gifts of many people began to bloom and merge into a distinctive 
collection. Each artist is creating his/her own style of artistic and poetic expression that 
incorporates distinct aspects of Harlem such as elements of the civil rights movement, latino 
culture, local heroes and sheros, local public and street art, architecture, and popular culture. 

The following people, places and associations reflect the arts based community connections 
that relate to the evolution of the Urban Innovations artworks and related Revolutionary Seeds 
product line.. These teaching artists typically consult during Monday Urban Innovations 
gatherings, or they have hosted innovators in their own studios/workspaces. Some lead the 
artists through a series of art tutorials that have led to product prototyping. The artists also share 
their marketing and sales strategies as well as their community connections.  

Amar Bennett: El Barrio’s Artspace; Screen printing, T shirt design

Dhanni Shenoy: Screen print, collage

XMental:  Graffii 

Harlem Artists Collective: Little Free Libraries, Mural design and making

Laura Gadson: Gadson Gallery; quilter, fashionista

Michelle Bishop: Harlem Needle Arts; Fiber arts

Joseph DeMartino: Rug maker of rugs made from old t shirts

Natures Nurses: natural products, balms and lotions

Intikana Kekoeia: Urban Word: hip hop, poetry

Pedro Taino: Zeroprophet

House of Spoof: Marketing, general art making

Naomi Lawrence: Church of the Living Hope, yarn bombing

Ron Isler: FolkArt Harlem, painter, street vendor

Cathy James: Poets Of Course, Outside Voices
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3. Career, Economic Development, and Continued Education

All twenty Urban Innovators depend on various forms of public assistance such as SSI, food stamps and 
public housing. Every person wants to increase their income and expand their life choices by having 
money. Fortunately, as of 2016, four Innovators are working part time in community jobs. 

Meanwhile, as everyone else aspires to work in community jobs, twelve of the innovators have joined to 
create Revolutionary Seeds, a worker owned cooperative. Four innovators and their support staff joined 
with other community entrepreneurs to attend the four month Green Worker Co-operative Academy. They 
wrestled with the challenges of developing and marketing their own product line which began to grow in 
2016 when Revolutionary Seeds members earned an average of $30.00 a month.

The Revolutionary Seeds product line reflects a unique style of co-creation in which the artists share 
original artworks, collaged compositions, poetry, and statements of determination. Through much 
experimentation, the Revolutionary Seeds artists are fine tuning products and designs that are functional, 
affordable, and inspirational. The over all result is a style of layering complex images and narratives onto 
products such as clipboards, notebooks magnets, and various gift items. Some minimalist designs and 
statements are screen printed on T shirts and tote bags. One of the most popular products is a colorful 
herbal bath salt blend. For more information regarding the artists and their products visit  http://
www.revolutionaryseeds.com.

Revolutionary Seeds artisans are participating in a wide variety of sales and vendor opportunities 
throughout Harlem and beyond. Typically, two to three coop members host the sale with the support of at 
least one Support Professional. Revolutionary Seeds has operated a sales table or portable stand in the 
following vendor locations. Some sales were one time events, others repeat over time in the same venue. 

Vendor/sales opportunities and locations in 2016:

Church of the Living Hope/El Barrio

Manna House, East Side Theater

Salvation Army Harlem

Salem Church/Saint Nic Houses/ Harlem

Co-op Academy Event/Queens

JD Wilson Garden/ Harlem

Union Settlement/El Barrio

Camradas Restaurant/El Barrio

Neighborhood Women’s Collective Store and Community Engagement Center 

The Kwanza Craft fair at the Museum of Natural History

Business Consultants: Green Worker Coop Academy and Phyllis Dealy, Reinvent the World

Reinventing Quality/Baltimore
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4. Cultivating Relationships, Collective Good Will, and Welcoming 
Spaces

The emerging social fabric of Urban Innovations flows from the cultivation of quality relationships and 
collective good will that emanates from a loosely woven network of  people who share common ideals. 
This shared experience of common purpose is nurtured during the weekly Monday meetings and through 
the co-creation of multiple community and civic events.  These events create opportunities for Innovators 
to show up in unexpected and valued roles as leaders, entrepreneurs, artists and guides. 

The positive impact of deep belonging spills over into the lives of family members and staff allies who are 
involved.  Many direct support professionals describe finding life purpose through their engagement in 
Urban Innovations. Aspects of Everyday Heroes and Mentoring for Excellence are instilled in the 
collective expectations and daily rituals of mutual engagement. Direct Support Professionals who work for 
six different programs find new ways to support each other and the people they serve across program 
lines.  Eight of these staff (six DSPS) have been promoted into supervisory roles. 

Family members show up and make a difference in unexpected ways. Knowledge of each other and a 
sense of higher purpose grows as they join with community members who are equally passionate about 
making a difference. People who have lived with years of segregation, discrimination and related 
devaluation  are finding their way into the noble world of genuine citizenship.  As DSP Tisa French says 
“Everywhere we go in Harlem we see and say hello to people we know. It did not used to be like that.” 

Innovators are involved in one time events that engage many community members (i.e. Harlem Share, 
Marcus Garvey Launch Event, Youth on the Move Launch Event), or on going activities that engage 
others on a weekly, monthly, or annual basis such as these listed below: 

Harlem Share: Community event, public art making

Marcus Garvey Launch Event and on going reading circles

El Barrio Annual 104th Street Block Party and dinner

Total Equity Now quarterly book drives across Harlem

JD Wilson Garden reading and art making circles

Chenchita Garden Earth Day Event and reading and art making circles

Youth on the Move, library launch and art making

Brother Sister Sol, annual art making with Laundromat Project

Harlem Grown, Little Free Libraries, art making, reading circles

Museum of the City of New York, Hip Hop Exhibit and related activities

Museo Del Barrio, Annual Three Kings Parade

Oberia Dempsey Center affiliations with Harlem Grown, SAGE, Laundromat Project, etc.

Frederick Douglas Housing Complex Talent Show, Mural Making, Farm Stand, art sales
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2012-2014: 
Early 
Community 
Mapping: Who 
are the people? 
Where do they 
live?  How are 
they and might 
become 
connected to 
the community?
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FROM 2012:  What looks blank…
Before we knew anything about the 
neighborhood other than where people 
lived….

TO 2015……The 
Evolution of a Social Field;  
strengthening the social 
fabric to create 
possibilities for belonging, 
membership and 
contribution….

2012 viewpoint
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